
Ethereum 2.0 June 2022 upgrade will bring
reduced gas fees for Motion Graphic Crypto
Archetypal Designs of MBFLifestyle

3 D NFT Design-Heaving in the new day design

experience NFT MBF-Lifestyle East Coast

Ethereum 2.0  upgrade with transfer from

proof-of-work consensus mechanism to

proof-of-stake, making the network more

NFT art scalable, secure, and sustainable

ST BERNARD, NS, CANADA, April 1,

2022 /EINPresswire.com/ -- With

Ethereum 2.0 upgrade finalized in June

2022 and transactions capacity going

from 5-7 per second to 100,000

transactions per second, 4 times faster

the Visa. Due to the sequential phase

transfer from proof of work consensus

to proof of stake.

Via altcoins technology platforms that

will make it happen with the tech

royalty option coming into play and

spilling over into the 3-D motion

graphic digital asset designs of MBF-

Lifestyle being less expensive to deploy

to the ethereum blockchain network.

The NFT digital artwork value is positioned to grow exponentially with every resale; in this new

asset class, the mainstream has no idea of yet.

Very active in creating Digital Visual asset artwork as cool and sublime as Graph core A.I. and

their Bow IPU chip semiconductors.

Part of the meta shopping experience of digi-fizzy.” meaning digital products that come with

physical products attached. The rotation 3D motion graphic Monoliths have a Faberge Egg

beauty that delivers the hypnotic visual narrative that draws you in experience.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://opensea.io/assets/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/56485572865643406190523004317693602155169995562420708378703551179888546283521
https://opensea.io/assets/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/56485572865643406190523004317693602155169995562420708378703551179888546283521
https://opensea.io/assets/0x495f947276749ce646f68ac8c248420045cb7b5e/56485572865643406190523004317693602155169995562420708378703551179888546283521


Cap Forchu Nova Scotia NFT experience design brand

logos from MBF-Lifestyle East Coast

With the POD version of the same

image available from Fine art

America.

Visual Theory of Forms with power

beyond memetics, and the wetiko

memes endemic these days, in the

Web 2.0 realm.

Since non-physical forms like 3D

Motion Graphic NFTs represent the

perfect reality from which material

reality is derived. And where structures

of the unconscious are shared among

the same species, via an archetype that

manifests itself in the material world

through the actions of the ones who

channel and or embody its essence.

In the current evolving NFT brand Logo

Design hungry Metaverse sphere;

many artists lack the technical knowledge necessary for creating NFTs; however, tech-savvy

developers are making it easier and easier to get started. 

The All is Mind; the Universe

is Mental." 

The relevant mindset to

remain stable in the

evolving Ethereum 2.0

metaverse trends.”

Three Initiates

There are now WYSIWYG editors, just like Blogger and

WordPress had in Web2.0.

Now with ERC-1155 Smart contracts all, there is to do is

type in the title, description, image, and your metamask

wallet and you're done, even gas-free minting removes the

barrier, with the ETH gas or costs to deploy to a blockchain

paid “after” the sale.

Enabling you to be your own NFT hero with a thousand

NFT faces. And a few clicks allow you to view and access

the relevant art from anywhere in the world.

So as to bring the viewer powerful, immersive, symbolism-produced imaginary dream worlds

populated with mysterious figures all in the Meta-Reality Metaverse Designs that bear witness to

Changing of the Gods happening these days.



3D motion Graphics NFT experience design brand

logos from MBF-Lifestyle East Coast

Everything from biblical stories

and operatic Mythology as well as

fantastical, often monstrous, creatures

for all taste.

Their suggestive imagery establishes

them as what has become the most

pervasive themes in Symbolist art:

love, fear, anguish, death, sexual

awakening all in 3D-motion Graphics

few have developed to the degree

Claude Edwin Theriault of MBF-

Lifestyle is doing daily.

Part of the Renaissance like there has

not been in hundreds of years.

With The Fourth Turning we are in for

the next few years (2027-2030) it is

providing us with massive

transformation ascending to a zenith

point at a fast rate.

Using stark visual overlay examples of the meaning crisis, found in the collapse in "post-truth"

realities and shared consensus about what's really going on and what we should all do about it.

In the realm of the algorithmically optimized, bot-infested "social" media, the Hermes creative

design awards platinum winner MBF-Lifestyle expresses the transformative narrative power to

reveal and hide the truth we all need to see and can with good artworks. That brings us to the

doorway that has what are we pretending not to know. And miss by giving our attention to the

latest dull and uninspired Drops seen daily in the sea of nft drop realm.

Due to its immersive nature, it takes us right to the center of our consciousness and our ego

which contains our conscious awareness of our existing and the continuing sense of personal

identity nft brand logo launch is truly meant to fulfill.

Since most people differ in the conscious use they make of the big four functions of thinking,

feeling, sensation, and intuition.

Good visual experience designs that are part of the Infinite Objects Unique Board can help them

make better and easier use of the big four functions of thinking.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudeedwintheriault/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/claudeedwintheriault/


MBF-LIfestyle is highly invested In creative Augmented Reality like the scaling of Tera Virtual AR

and VR experience. A 40-year career in Totemic Archetype used to weave a visual narrative of

what lies below the surface as well as on the surface, all in one place at one time.

Creating the magic when the objective & narrative worlds not only touch but overlay to morph

into a new one. In this Fourth Turning winter cycle we are now in; where the hero generation,

entering young adulthood, faces off against the prophet generation that is entering elder-hood.

Making a vast pool of Operatic inspiration to tap from.

It’s not that everything you know is wrong…it’s just simply broken.

Old Web 2.0 HTML is now Web 3.0 react JS to Python a robust build that has a life and pulse of its

own in the Digital Renaissance.Ai driven improved performance Release 18 in 5G.

Which is largely about the employment of artificial intelligence (AI) in cellular base stations to

improve overall network performance in the 5G realm. So as to better serve up the NFT driven

Project Kuiper VLEO ( Very Low Earth Orbit) transmission satellite network Data we have access

to in the Metaverse.

Since Virtual Reality real estate meta properties need an Insignia to give an identity, there is no

better way than to have  3D motion graphics express who you are than a static image form.

Vital in the makeup of forms and what pictures and images in fact do want?’

It is always found in the independent life that archetypal images have and have had for millennia

as we are drawn repeatedly to the various life‐like properties moving pictures seem to possess

in terms of their effect on us.

Claude Edwin Theriault

MBF-LIfestyle East Coast/Nova Scotia
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